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Giant dipole resonance in neutron-rich nuclei within the phonon damping model
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The damping of the giant dipole resonance~GDR! in neutron-rich nuclei18,24O, 60Ca, and150Sn is calcu-
lated within the phonon damping model~PDM! and compared with those inb-stable isotopes. The Hartree-
Fock single-particle energies obtained employing the SGII interaction are used in calculations. The PDM
parameter for theph-phonon interaction between the levels close to the Fermi surface in exotic nuclei has been
chosen to simulate the strong coupling between the GDR phonon and dense incoherentph configurations. The
results of the calculations show the appearance of a low-lying structure~pigmy resonance! in all exotic nuclei
under consideration. The calculations at nonzero temperature show that the GDR in hot medium and heavy
neutron-rich nuclei exhibits a similar behavior as those of the hot GDR in stable nuclei. The pigmy resonance
is smoothed out with increasing temperature.

PACS number~s!: 21.10.Pc, 24.30.Cz, 21.60.2n, 24.10.Pa
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I. INTRODUCTION

The prospects of using radioactive beams to explore
clei far from theb-stability line has sparked intensive expe
mental and theoretical studies of neutron-rich nuclei dur
recent years. The presence of the neutron halo@1# leads to
the appearance at low excitation energies of a new typ
excitation, the soft dipole mode@2#, which has been experi
mentally observed in11Be @3# and 11Li @4#.

When the binding energy approaches zero, coupling to
continuum becomes very important. Large gaps betw
proton and neutron binding energies in exotic nuclei lead
a big difference in neutron and proton level spacing. A
result, the GDR distribution in exotic nuclei is getting mo
fragmented. Because of the large spatial separation betw
the center of mass and the center of charge, low elec
dipole oscillations can result and show up at the tail of
usual isovector giant dipole resonance~GDR! as what are
called pigmy resonances. In oxygen isotopes@5–7# the
pigmy resonance region is below 17 MeV. Both the s
dipole mode and the pigmy resonance are due to the neu
excess in nuclei. However, the soft dipole mode is a fea
of very light ~halo! systems such as6He, 11Li, and 11Be, in
which the coupling to unbound neutrons in the continuum
crucial. The pigmy resonance, the subject of the present
per, appears in medium and heavy nuclei, where the neu
excess can form the neutron skin. These are some com
features of the GDR in exotic nuclei that have been obtai
in a number of theoretical calculations within the rando
phase approximation~RPA! @8,9#, relativistic RPA~RRPA!
@10#, the self-consistent Hartree-Fock plus RPA~HF1RPA!
@11#, and large scale shell model calculations@12#. In these
calculations, the damping of the GDR has not been explic
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calculated, but the strength distributions were just smea
out by a Lorentzian with a finite width. The question of ho
the damping of the GDR affects the strength of the pig
resonance in exotic nuclei still remains open.

Recently, the authors of Refs.@13,14# have proposed and
developed the phonon damping model~PDM!, which de-
scribes the damping of the GDR via the coupling of the GD
phonon to incoherent particle-hole (ph) configurations, as
well as particle-particle (pp) and hole-hole (hh) ones that
appear at nonzero temperature (TÞ0). The PDM is a simple
yet microscopic approach that has proven to be quite s
cessful for the description of width and shape of the h
GDR as a function of temperature@13–15#. The PDM has
also been extended to the study of the multiphonon re
nances, in particular the double and triple GDRs in Re
@16,17#. Since the properties of the single-particle spectra
which the GDR phonon is coupled within the PDM are cr
cial for the fine structure of the damped GDR, the prese
of the dense unbound neutron single-particle states
neutron-rich nuclei will make the total strength distributio
of GDR differ from the one obtained in stable nuclei. Th
aim of the present work is to test the capability of the PD
in the study of GDR damping in neutron-rich nuclei.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II recapitula
in brief the main feature of the PDM-1@13#, which is neces-
sary for the extension of PDM to the study of GDR in exo
nuclei. The results of numerical calculations of the damp
of GDR in 18,24O, 60Ca, and 150Sn will be analyzed and
discussed in Sec. III in comparison with those in stable
clei 16O, 40Ca, and120Sn. The results of calculations at non
zero temperatureTÞ0 are also presented. The paper is su
marized in the last section, where some conclusions
drawn.

II. OUTLINE OF THE PDM

The PDM describes the coupling of collective oscillatio
~phonons! to the field of incoherent nucleon pairs@13,14#
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making use of a Hamiltonian that is composed of three te

H5(
s

Esas
†as1(

q
vqQq

†Qq1 (
s,s8,q

Fss8
(q)as

†as8~Qq
†1Qq!.

~1!

The first term on the right-hand side~RHS! of Eq. ~1! corre-
sponds to the field of independent single particles, whereas

†

andas are the creation and destruction operators of a part
or hole state with energyEs5es2eF , es the single-particle
energy andeF the chemical potential. The second term is t
phonon field, whereQq

† andQq are the creation and destru
tion operators of a phonon with energyvq . The last term
describes the coupling between the phonon field and the
of all possibleph, pp, andhh pairs. The indicess and s8
denote particle (p, Ep.0) or hole (h, Eh,0), while the
index q is reserved for the phonon stateq5$l,i % with mul-
tipolarity l ~the projectionm of l in the phonon index is
omitted for simplicity!. In general, the sums in the last tw
terms are carried out overl>1. The coupling vertexFss8

(q) is
parametrized for the GDR (l51) within the PDM-1 as
Fph

(1)5F1 andFpp8
(1)

5Fhh8
(1)

5F2, whose selection for use with
the Hartree-Fock single-particle spectra will be discusse
Sec. III. The form of the Hamiltonian~1! is quite common in
many microscopic models to nuclear collective excitatio
The difference between models is in the definition of t
single-particle energyEs , phonon energyvq , and phonon
structure using a specific effective couplingFss8

(q) . In a fully
microscopic picture, the structure of phonon operatorsQq

†

and Qq can be defined as a superposition of collectiveph
pairs such as in RPA.

The main equations of the PDM-1 for the damping of t
GDR phonon due to coupling to the incoherentph, pp, and
hh configurations by means of the Hamiltonian~1! have
been derived in Ref.@13# making use of the double-tim
Green function method@19#. The equation for the propaga
tion of the GDR phonon is

Gq~E!5
1

2p

1

E2vq2Pq~E!
, ~2!

wherePq(E) is the polarization operator

Pq~E!5(
ss8

Fss8
(q)Fs8s

(q) ns2ns8

E2Es81Es

. ~3!

The function ns is the single-particle occupation numbe
which can be well approximated by a Fermi-Dirac distrib
tion function at temperatureT. The imaginary part of the
analytic continuation of the polarization operator into t
complex energy planePq(v6«) (v real! yields the damp-
ing gq(v) of the GDR phonon

gq~v!5p(
ss8

Fss8
(q)Fs8s

(q)
~ns2ns8!d~v2Es81Es!. ~4!

The full width at the half maximum~FWHM! of the GDR is
calculated as
06430
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GGDR52gq5GDR~v5EGDR!, ~5!

whereEGDR is the GDR energy. We refer to Ref.@13# for the
detailed derivation of these equations.

The strength function of the GDR is calculated as@13–15#

S~Eg!5
1

p

gGDR~Eg!

~Eg2EGDR!21@gGDR~Eg!#2
, ~6!

where the GDR energyEGDR is defined as the pole of th
Green functionGq(E) ~2!, i.e., as the solution of the equa
tion

EGDR2vGDR2PGDR~EGDR!50. ~7!

The moments are calculated from the strength function~6! as

mk5E
E1

E2
S~E!EkdE, ~8!

in which the first momentm1 is the energy weighted sum
~EWS! of strengths, which is ultimately related to th
Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn~TKR! sum rule of the GDR. The lat-
ter is exhausted by integrating the GDR cross section

s~Eg!5
4p2e2\

mc

NZ

A
S~Eg!Eg ~9!

up to around 40 MeV, namely,

s int5E
0

40 MeV

s~Eg!dEg.60
NZ

A
~MeV mb!. ~10!

The structure of Eqs.~2! and ~3! shows that the GDR
strength, which is originally concentrated in an idealiz
single-phonon state with energyvq @Fig. 1~a!#, spreads over
many ph ~at zero and nonzeroT) as well aspp andhh ~at
nonzeroT) configurations due to the coupling between t
GDR phonon and the background of the incoherentph, pp,
andhh states@Fig. 1~b!#. This is a realization of the commo
mechanism proposed by Goldhaber and Teller many ye
ago in Ref.@18#, according to which coupling of the ordere
dipole vibration to other degrees of freedom broadens
discrete giant dipole states. Many elaborated theoret
models of the damping of giant resonances have studied
mechanism on different microscopic levels. The distributi
of the total GDR strength over these states@Fig. 1~c!#, there-
fore, depends on the property of the single-particle spe
from which these configurations are constructed. In the n
section, we will see how this makes the damping of GDR
neutron-rich nuclei different from the one in stable nuclei

III. RESULTS OF NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

In this section we present the results of calculation for
strength function~6! and EWS of strengths of the GDR i
16,18,24O, 40,60Ca, and 120,150Sn. We employ the same sce
nario, which has been successfully used to describe
damping of the hot GDR within the PDM-1@13#. This sce-
nario assumes that, before coupling to the incoherentph
4-2
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GIANT DIPOLE RESONANCE IN NEUTRON-RICH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C61 064304
configurations~as well aspp and hh ones, additionally at
nonzeroT), all the oscillator strength of the GDR is conce
trated in a single collective and structureless phonon w
energyvq that is close to the observed energyEGDR

exp of the
GDR built on the ground state~i.e., atT50).

A. Ingredients for numerical calculations

The PDM has been using so far the single-particle en
gies calculated within the Woods-Saxon potentials. In
present paper, for the application to exotic nuclei, we emp
the single-particle energies that have been calculated w
the Hartree-Fock~HF! theory using the SGII interaction@20#
in the spherical basis. These energies have been used
some success in the study of GDR in exotic nuclei with
HF-RPA @8,11#. The validity of the single-particle spectr
obtained using different Skyrme-type interactions in the
scription of neutron-rich nuclei has been discussed in de
in Ref. @21#.

FIG. 1. Illustration of the damping mechanism of the GD
within the PDM. The idealized GDR is generated by the phon
operatorQq

† with energyvq and exhausts all the oscillator streng
~a!. It is coupled via the last term of the Hamiltonian~1! to the
incoherentph ~at zero and nonzeroT) and pp and hh ~at TÞ0)
pairs as

†as8 displayed in~b!. As a result, the GDR in~a! spreads
over manyss8 states as depicted in~c!.
06430
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Superfluid neutron pairing is not taken into account
simplicity. Its effect on the GDR in stable nuclei is known
be small. In unstable nuclei, the inclusion of pairing m
improve the description of the pigmy resonance. The par
spectra that spans the energy region from260 MeV up to 30
MeV has been used in calculations of the GDR damping

The phonon energyvq and the matrix elements of th
coupling toph and pp or hh, Fph

(q)5F1 for (s,s8)5(p,h),
andFpp

(q)5Fhh
(q)5F2 for (s,s8)5(p,p8) or (h,h8), are intro-

duced as parameters of the model. Even though the hig
order graphs were not included explicitly in the equatio
within the PDM-1, this procedure implies that their effec
are incorporated effectively in the parametersF1 and F2.
The PDM-2, which includes this coupling explicitly up t
two-phonon terms@14#, gives similar results for the ho
GDR.

The PDM is not a purely phenomenological model sin
the GDR energy and width are not input parameters but
culated from microscopic expressions~5! and ~7!, which
contains the PDM parameters. The latter have been de
mined as follows. The energyvq and the parameterF1 for
b-stable nuclei have been chosen so that the GDR w
GGDR calculated from Eq.~5! is equal to the observed
FWHM of the GDR, and the GDR energyEGDR calculated
from Eq. ~7! is equal to the experimentally extracted GD
energyEGDR

exp . The selected values of the parametersvq and
F1 are given in Table I for16O, 40Ca, and120Sn making use
of the Hartree-Fock single particle spectra mentioned abo
The parameterF2 is chosen so that the GDR energy does n
vary appreciably whenT changes. This has been achiev
with the value ofF2540/3F1 for all nuclei under consider-
ation.

Since the experimental data for energy and width of GD
in neutron-rich nuclei are not available at present, we
trapolate the values of the parameters determined for a st
nucleus in Table I to its neutron-rich isotopes. With increa
ing the number of neutrons, the neutron chemical poten
eF

N increases from211.01 MeV in 16O to 24.03 MeV in
24O, from 212.65 MeV in 40Ca to23.26 MeV in 60Ca, and
from 28.46 MeV in 120Sn to 23.1 MeV in 150Sn. In this
way, the neutron chemical potential enters the region
dense and weakly bound single-particle levels. This co
sponds to the decrease of binding energy of the last neutr
an effect that leads to a neutron skin. A fully microscop
way of taking into account the effect of small separati
energy in nuclear far from stability should treat explicit
coupling to continuum. This goes beyond the scope of
PDM and immediately makes the calculations of configu
tion mixings become very involved, losing the simplici

n

TABLE I. The PDM parameters selected using the HF sing
particle energies with SGII interaction.

Nucleus vq ~MeV! F1 ~MeV!

16O 22.2 1.025
40Ca 18.4 3.46431021

120Sn 16.2 1.73231021
4-3
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and transparentness of the model. Therefore, we prefe
simulate the effect of small separation energy in neutron-
nuclei by an effective coupling that is simple to handle wi
out increasing the configuration space, which has been u
so far for the GDR in stable nuclei within the PDM. Th
simplest way to realize this in the present calculations is
increase the absolute values of the matrix elementsFph

(1) of
the coupling between the GDR phonon and theph configu-
rations that correspond to the neutron levels within a sm
area near the Fermi surface in neutron rich nuclei. In
present scheme, this corresponds to an increase of param
F1 to a valueF18@F1 within the region near the neutro
Fermi leveleF

N>28 MeV, where the difference between th
ph-level distance andueFu is not larger than a critical dis
tanceDecrit . In order to apply the same large value ofF18 to
all the neutron levels within the region defined by the para
eter Decrit , the latter must be sufficiently small so that th
gross structure of the GDR is not affected. We found that
shape of the main peak of the GDR does not change ap
ciably with varyingDecrit within the interval 0.5–1.5 MeV.
The valueDecrit51.5 MeV has been used in calculation
The valueF18 has been chosen to obtain the best fit to
experimental running sums of the GDR integrated photo
sorption cross section in18O @5# as displayed in Fig. 2. This
gives the valueF18540F1. The experimental values of EW
of strengths of GDR in medium and heavy neutron rich n
clei are not available at present. Therefore, we apply
same ratio, obtained in18O, to the nuclei under consider
ation. This gives us the value ofF18 equal to 41 MeV for
oxygen isotopes, 13.856 MeV for calcium isotopes, a
6.928 MeV for tin isotopes. It is known that the effect
coupling to continuum on the GDR in medium and hea
stable nuclei is less important than the one in lighter nuc
Therefore, we expect that such kind of extrapolation m
provide us with some upper limit for the effect of sma
separation energy in heavy neutron-rich nuclei under con
eration. More experimental data are required in order to
fine the value ofF18 depending on the mass number.

We see that the new parameterDecrit defines the size o
the region at the Fermi surface in neutron-rich nuclei wh

FIG. 2. Running sums of the integrated photoabsorption cr
section for18O. The solid curve is the result of theoretical calcu
tions within the PDM, while the dashed curve is the experimen
result of Ref.@1#.
06430
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there are excitations of weakly boundph states@10#, which
are effectively taken into account by increasingF1 to F18 in
this region. As will be seen below, this leads to the appe
ance of the pigmy resonance in neutron-rich nuclei.

It is worth noticing that, since the phonon operator
PDM is considered as boson, it commutes with theph pair
operator. In this sense the Pauli principle is not taken i
account mathematically. However, this shortcoming is c
rected in practice as long as two parametersvq andF1 are
selected to describe correctly the GDR atT50 as discussed
above. Therefore, the correction due to Pauli principle a
some other effects such as higher-order configuration mix
are effectively included in the parameters of the model.

The calculations also use a value of the smearing par
eter« equal to 0.5 MeV for the analytic continuation of th
Green functions to the complex energy plane. This yields
smooth curves for the calculated GDR strength functio
The averaged properties of the GDR such as the width, c
troid energy, and the moments are stable against varyin«
within 0.1 and 1.0 MeV.

B. Analysis of results obtained

The calculated strength functions of the GDR in oxyg
isotopes are shown in Fig. 3. The resonance region in16O
@Fig. 3~a!# is in between 20–25 MeV in agreement with th

s

l

FIG. 3. GDR strength functions in16O ~a!, 18O ~b!, and 24O ~c!.
4-4
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experimental observation@22#. The centroid energy of the
GDR distribution is located atEGDR522.5 MeV. The frag-
mentation of the GDR is rather broad and several dist
peaks can be seen in the resonance region. The GDR stre
functions in neutron-rich isotopes18O and 24O have a tail
that is extended toward very low excitation energy, wh
several small peaks can be seen below 10 MeV and exh
2.6 and 2.2% of the total EWS of the GDR strengths, resp
tively ~Table II!. This is about 2.6–3.0 times larger than t
fraction of the total EWS of strengths within the same ene
region in 16O. The centroid energiesEGDR of the GDR in
18O and 24O are 22.5 and 22.9 MeV, respectively, i.e., a
most at the same place as the GDR in16O. In 18O, the four
major peaks below 15 MeV located at aroundEg56, 8, 11,
and 15 MeV can be compared with the four peaks betwee
and 15 MeV observed in experiments@5–7#. The GDR itself
has two major peaks located at around 17.5 and 24 M
These are to be compared with the broad structure betw
17–22 MeV and a strong peak at around 24 MeV found
experiments @5#. No experimental data are available
present for the GDR in24O, where we expect a major peak
22.5 MeV and a group of pronounced peaks below 10 M
@Fig. 3~c!#.

Figure 4 shows the calculated strength functions of G
in 40,60Ca and120,150Sn. All the GDRs are well localized a
around 20 and 15.5 MeV for calcium and tin isotopes,
spectively. The shape and FWHM of the GDR do not chan
significantly with increasing the neutron number. The valu
of the FWHM are around 7.0–7.5 MeV for calcium isotope
and 4.8–5.0 MeV for tin isotopes. In the region ofEg,10
MeV, a pronounced pigmy resonance is seen in60Ca and
150Sn. The fraction of the total EWS of strengths covered
the region below 10 MeV is also around 2.6–3 times lar
compared to the same region in the corresponding st
nuclei. In 150Sn, the pigmy resonance’s region exhausts
most 5% of the total EWS of GDR strengths~Table II!. The
overall shapes of the GDRs including the pigmy resona
obtained in the present calculations are similar to those
tained within the full-RPA approach in Ref.@9#. In the latter
the GDR width was not calculated, but introduced emp
cally.

TABLE II. The values of the first momentm1 of GDR m1
L in the

low-energy region (0<Eg<10 MeV!, m1
H in the high-energy re-

gion (10,Eg<40 MeV!, and the fractionm1
L/m1

tot of the total mo-
mentm1 covered by the low-energy region.

Nucleus m1
L m1

H m1
L/m1

tot (%)

16O 0.12 13.6 0.86
18O 0.34 13.1 2.6
24O 0.33 14.7 2.2

40Ca 0.06 17.8 0.3
60Ca 0.27 18.0 1.5

120Sn 0.26 14.2 1.8
150Sn 0.70 14.1 4.7
06430
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Shown in Fig. 5 are the GDR strength functions
neutron-rich nuclei60Ca and150Sn at several temperature
The results have been obtained using the values of chem
potentialseF

Z and eF
N that have been determined atT50

@Figs. 5~a! and 5~c!# as well as using the chemical potentia
that vary withT to conserve the particle numbers@Figs. 5~b!
and 5~d!#. These panels show that the effect of temperat
dependence of chemical potentials on the damping prop
of the GDR in medium and heavy spherical nuclei can
neglected, given the large error bars of available experim
tal data of hot GDR. The behavior of the hot GDR width
a function of temperature is the same as in stable nu
@13–15#. The width increases sharply with increasingT up to
around 2–3 MeV, but saturates at higher temperatures. C

FIG. 4. GDR strength functions in40Ca ~a!, 60Ca ~b!, 120Sn ~c!,
and 150Sn ~d!.
4-5
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NGUYEN DINH DANG, TOSHIO SUZUKI, AND AKITO ARIMA PHYSICAL REVIEW C 61 064304
cerning the pigmy resonance, it is smoothed out with
creasingT. At T53 MeV, no bump structure can be see

FIG. 5. GDR strength functions in60Ca ~a!,~b! and 150Sn ~c!,~d!
at several temperatures. The solid, dashed, dotted, and dash-d
curves correspond to temperaturesT50, 1, 2, and 3 MeV, respec
tively. ~a! and ~c!: results obtained using the zero-temperatu
chemical potentials.~b! and ~d!: results obtained using th
temperature-dependent chemical potentials.
06430
-

belowEg510 MeV, except for a long low-energy tail of th
GDR, which should be hard to be extracted from the ba
ground of theg-decay spectra emitted from highly excite
nuclei.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, we made an attempt to extend
PDM @13,14# to describe the damping of GDR in exotic nu
clei. The strength functions of the GDR in neutron-rich n
clei 18,24O, 60Ca, and150Sn have been calculated within th
PDM-1 @13# and compared with the results in the corr
spondingb-stable nuclei. The results obtained have sho
that, given reasonable single-particle spectra~e.g., the HF
ones calculated using SGII interaction in the present ca!,
we can determine a unique set of the PDM parameters
each atomic numberZ to have a description in agreeme
with available experimental observations.

The analysis of numerical results allows us to draw
following conclusions.

~i! The appearance of the low-lying GDR~the pigmy
resonance! in neutron-rich nuclei can be described within th
PDM as a result of a strong coupling of the GDR phonon
theph configurations in the region around the Fermi surfa
where the weakly bound single-particle levels are loca
close to each other. In the region below 10 MeV, the dam
pigmy resonance accounts for up to around 5% of the t
EWS of the GDR strengths.

~ii ! Except for the low-energy tail of the GDR includin
the pigmy resonance, the general gross structure of the G
in neutron-rich nuclei, especially in60Ca and150Sn, includ-
ing the energy, FWHM, and overall shape, is similar to t
one inb-stable nuclei.

~iii ! The GDR in neutron-rich nuclei at nonzero tempe
ture exhibits the same behavior as the one in stable nucle
width increases sharply with increasing temperature up
around 3 MeV, and saturates at higher temperatures.
centroid energy of the GDR remains nearly temperature
dependent. The pigmy resonance, however, is smoothed
with increasing temperature.

We have considered only neutron-rich nuclei in t
present paper. The application to proton-rich nuclei can
carried out in the same manner. The inclusion of neut
pairing can also improve the quantitative description, es
cially for the low-lying dipole mode.
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